Issuing Standard Contract Formula as FPIII to Infants

Attachment 1

This test was done on 1/9/2015. Infant at this time is over 6 months of age.

Do not mark FP III on the health information screen. Note: This is for standard formulas only. For all special formulas, you must mark FPIII when necessary. There will be a future enhancement in MOWINS to allow FP III be selected for standard formulas.

Choose the correct standard contract formula. The amount that will default will be the amount for standard issuance.
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You must manually remove the additional infant foods. This should be done before increasing the amount of formula to assure an over issuance of food benefits is not done.

Click on the arrow to up the quantity. You will get the message to add a special prescription. Click yes.
Complete the required fields and then you can up the quantity of the formula.